FAG CREASY v2.0.0
The new Software release for CREASY 2.0.0 is now ready for download from
www.fag.ch

The following new functions are now available:

1. 3D View of measured samples (3DView License code
required)
This function can be activated by inserting a proper license key.

2. Laser Crease Measurement function (Laser Crease License
code required)
A new process for creasing is to create a kind of half cuts using a laser. In
order to measure these type of crease there is now available a new function
Laser Crease. This function is activated by inserting a proper license code

3. Beveled Edge measurement (Power Crease License code
required)
Beveled Edges are formed by two parallel crease lines close to each other.
The new software function can measure Beveled Edge lines up to a width of
6mm (left folding point of left bead to right folding point of right bead). The
function is activated with the license code of the PowerCrease Option
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4. EGUIDE-PRO surface reference (EGUIDE-PRO required)
There are now three options to specify the availability of surface reference :
(1) all around, (2) left and right, (3) none – in the latter case only little
embossing script can be measured. The function is activated with the
EGUIDE-PRO license code

5. BOX Blanc specs with colored Items (PREMIUM only)
In case of bead measurement there can be various crease/bead types on one
single box blanc: normal crease, round corner, beveled edge, laser crease.
The type is now displayed in color and short names are attached to the
specifications A..G

6. Other improvements and minor error corrections
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